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LX. An Outline of Mr. Mellard Reade's Theory of the 
Origin o Mountain-Ranyes by Sedimentary Loading and 
f . . • 
Cumulative Recurrent Expanszon- m Answer to Recent 
Criticisms. By T. ]~ELLARD READE* 
INTRODUCTION, 
I T is now four years since the ~ Origin of Mountain-Ranges' was written, and during that time it has been subjected 
to considerable criticism by many able men in various parts 
of the Globe. I have purposely refrained hitherto from 
answering any of the objectors to my theory, feeling that it 
would be better to wait and weigh them. ]t appears to me 
now that most of the criticisms primarily spring from an 
imperfect realization of its principles, scope, and details. 
The misconceptions no d ubt largely arise from the complex 
nature of the problems and the difficulty of keeping the 
various threat's of the argument unravelled. Under these 
circumstances, I have thought hat the best reply I can make 
is to restate in a shorter manner the various alient points of 
my theory. Probably, if I had given the theory a name, and 
properly christened my bantling before sending it forth in 
the world to seek its fortunes, I might have been saved from 
paternM difficulties. 
To prevent further misconceptions, I now name my theory 
the " Origin of Mountain-Ranges by Sedimentary Loading 
and (Jumu]ative Recurrent Expansion." 
The outline here given is of the barest character, and for 
illustrations, details, proofs, and quantitative calculations I 
refer those who want to know more to the work itself, as also 
for those portions which deal with other theories, and are of a 
destructive rather than constructive nature. 
OONDITION OF THE EARTH'S INTERIOR. 
The Earth a Solid Spheroid. 
The latest mathematical investigations go to prove that the 
Earth, taken as a whole, is solid, having a rigidity between 
that of glass and steel. The facts of physical geology are in 
accord with this view ; for if the interior be wholly fluid, as 
some few contend, or if the nucleus be solid and the exterior 
shell solid with a zone of molten matter between, as others 
assume, the explanations of the physical conibrmation of the 
surface~ its mountains and ocean-basins, become questions of 
flotation only. 
The crust of the Earth would be like a sheet of ice. This 































486 Mr. T. M. Reade on the Origin of Mountain-Ranges 
fact seems to me never to have been fully realized by those 
theorists who favour either of these views. 
Tl~e ~rueleus of the Earth possesses a high Temperature. 
There is such a general consensus of opinion that the earth 
at a depth of from 25 to 30 miles below the surface is at a 
temperature equal to that of molten rock at the surface that 
it is unnecessary for me to go over the arguments in favour 
of this widely prevalent view. I f  we assume that it is so, a 
very little calculation will show that matter at the depth of 
say 30 miles is subject to an enormous pressure, to which we 
cau find no parallel by experimental methods at the surface. 
30 miles ---- 158,400 feet ; so that if we estimate that a colmnn 
of the crust of the earth one inch square has a mean weight 
per foot of 1"5 pounds, the pressure at the depth of 30 miles 
will be in round numbers not less than 100 tons per square 
inch, or 14,400 tons per square foot. It has been proved by 
the experiments of the late Mr. t~opkins that there is in 
certain solids a relation between the melting-point and the 
pressure ; so that, if the rock at the depth of 30 miles is at a 
temperature sufficient o melt it under ordinary pressures at 
the surface~ the additional pressure of 100 tons per square 
inch may solidify it by raising its melting-point, or at least 
render it plastic. ]f the pressure increase more rapidly than 
the temperature as the earth is penetrated, what may be only 
semi-solid at 30 miles may become rigid at greater depths. 
These points, from their nature, are incapable of direct 
demonstration, but possess a high degree of probability. 
Shell of Greatest ~lIobility. 
Although not accepting the hypothesis that there is a fluid 
zone under the Earth's crust, it would follow from the pre- 
ceding considerations that the shell occupying the space be- 
tween the solid rigid crust and the compressed rigid nucleus 
would respond to changes of pressure or temperature more 
readily than either the crust or the nucleus. 
FAcTs oF PBYSICAL GEOLOGY. 
All great ~ountain-Ranges ar  composed ofgreat hicknesses of 
Sedimenta~w and otlter _Deposits. 
That all great mountain-ranges are composed of great hick- 
nesses of sedimentary and volcanic deposits and igneous intru- 
sions is a fact admitting of' demonstration. It is true of the Alps, 
the Andes, the Himalayas*, the Rocky Mountains or North- 
* Mr. C. S. Middlemiss, in his extended criticisms on the ~ Orio'in of 
Mountain-Ranges' (Memoirs of' the Geological SulTey of India, vol. xxiv. 































by Sedimentary Loading and Recurrent Expansion. 487 
American Cordil lera, the Appalachians, the Mounhains of the 
Caucasus, and the Urals.  The question at once arises in the 
mind, " Is  this cause and ef fect?"  I f  not, i t  is a coincidencz 
somewhat in the nature of a miracle. I f  any one example to 
the contrary could be quoted, the argument of relation would 
be weakened, certainly not disposed of, but, so far as present 
knowledge xtends, not one can be found. 
Sedimentary Deposits out of which Mountain-Ranges have been 
built up extend over Vast Areas. 
The deposits out of which great mountain-ranges have been 
elaborated by foldings, intrusions, and upheavals are not con- 
fined to the ranges and their immediate neighbourhood, but 
extend over vast areas. Speaking general ly,  modern geo- 
logical investigation goes to prove that the thickest deposits 
lie, or have lain, towards the axes of the chains, though they 
may have been denuded fl'om the actual axes*. Beyond the 
calls in question this principle, though it is admitted by nearly all geolo- 
gists since Dr. James Hall established the fact as regards the Appalachians 
in 1857. Quoting my words in the ' Origil),' " It is impossible to point to 
a range of mountains which has been built up of old denuded rocks," he 
completely misinterprets my meaning, which I had thought was plain 
enough from the whole tenor f the work. To give an illustration i  the 
form of a prediction, I aver that no mountain-range will ever be built up 
out of any portion of the present land-area of Europe unless, and until, a 
basin of deposition has been established, and a thick sedimentary series 
deposited thereon. The old rocks may then be forced up along with the 
new, and form a constituent part of such a range. Unfortunately, asregards 
the IIimalaya, information is meagre ; but the grauitic axes pointed to by 
Mr. Middlemiss as forming the highest peaks of the IIimalaya re just 
what are required by my theory. 
* ~[r. Arthur Winslow, state Geologist of ~Iissouri, in a paper just 
published in the ' Bulletin ' of the Geological Society of America, entitled 
"The Geotectonic and Physio_~raDhic Geology of Western Arkansas" 
(vol. ii pp.-025-242), has applie~d tl~e principles enunciated in the 'Origin 
of Mountain-Ran_oes to the exulanatmn of an area m the Western loart 
• ~ ~ . . . 
of the State tributary to the Arkansas River, 100 miles long m an East 
and West direction by 50 miles broad in a North and South clirection. It 
is shown in an admirably concise and clear manner that the system of 
parallel interlocking anticlines and synclines having a genera] axial direc- 
tion East and West is essentially Appalachian in character; that the 
Carboniferous trata of which they are composed increases in thickness 
from Missouri southwards into Arkansas ; that the lateral movement has 
come from the South, and that the thickest strata are the most flexed. 
Mr. ~Vinslow shows--a point that I have strongly insisted upon as cha- 
racteristic of anticlines--that these geological features are elongated 
canoe-shaped domes having quacluaversal dips. He considers that the 
expansion of the lower layers of rock produced by the rising of the iso- 
geotherms and their consequent protrusion i  the ibrm of anticlinal cores 































488 Mr. T. M. Reade on the Origin of Mountabz-Ranges 
more folded and disturbed portions of the chain which often, 
so far as the newer sediments are concerned, lie on the flanks, 
the strata take on more gentle curvatures until~ as in the case 
of the Urals, the Appalachians~ and elsewhere where ob- 
servable~ they become nearly horizontal, or only have dips 
due principally to faulting. 
The Tertiary and Cretaceous rocks extend from the Alps 
to the Caucasus and across the Mediterranean to the African 
coast, and may lie far beyond~ as little is known of the 
~eology of that part of the continent. They reappear in the 
Himalayas, and may be continuously connected~ though thi~ 
has not yet been proved. The same formations extend ihr 
to the eastward of the Rocky Mountains and the Andes, anti 
most probably to the westward under the Pacific Ocean. 
The greatest ranges of the world have been elaborated in 
Cretaceous or Tertiary times~ and the connexion between 
sedimentation and upheaval is hero most .striking. 
Sediments out of which Mountain-Ranges have been elaborated 
were laid down in .Basins or Troughs formed by rite 
bending of the Earth's Crust. 
The thickness of the rocks, mostly conformable, coinposiug 
some great mountain-ranges has been estimated by competent 
geologists at from 8 to 10 miles. The bulk of the rocks, as 
judged by their constitution~ are usually considered by 
geologists to largely indicate either a moderate depth of water 
or actual shallow conditions. These rocks are intercalated 
with others exhibiting signs of a more oceanic origin. All 
the mountain-ranges mentioned may be pointed to in ilIustration 
of this statement. There is thus evidence that regional 
fluctuations of level in the Earth's crust have taken place on a 
large scale often succeeded by, as in the case of the Coal- 
measures~ continued downward subsidence combined with 
shallow-water conditions. 
It is evident~ from these facts, that the great earth-troughs~ 
to energetic denudation. He infers also that the developed sections f 
such foldings are no measure of the original horizontal length of e beds 
--a principle I have strongly upheld, and which is be ng conceded by 
most geologists who have studied mountain-structure. The district 
seems to be one in which the first principles ofthe dynamics ofmountain- 
building can be Well analysed, as there is not such a complexity of causes 
to be considered and discounted as in the more colossal disturbances of 
the great mountain-ranges of the world. A few careful studies of 
mountain hysioffra hv • p _ -.  p _ such as this by geologists who ave the oppor- 
tumty and are eqmpped with the necessary physical knowledge would be 































by Sedimentary Loading and Recurrent Expansion. 489 
in which these materials for mountain-building were accumu- 
lated, were in some cases, on the final completion of sedi- 
mentation~ double the depth of the deepest known oceanic 
troughs, which do not reach more than 5 miles. 
Considering that there is a strong development of Cre- 
taceous and Tertiary rocks extending along the western coast 
of North and South America, it is seen that these operations 
have there been carried on on an unusual scale. DeposiL and 
alteration of level, elevation and subsidence, but preponder- 
antly subsidence, progressed for an immense length of geo- 
logical time in these areas, occupying not a mean portion of 
the Earth's history. 
It is not, however, to be assumed that this was a continuous 
trough at any one time, rather that it consisted of a series of 
connected basins which underwent independent changes of 
level, the area being part of the time low-lying land inter- 
changing with conditions of submergence. 
Volcanic Action often Contemporaneous with the Laying-down 
of Materials for Mountain-Building. 
Contemporaneous intrusive sheets of volcanic rock are a 
common occurrence in some part of the sedimentary history 
of a mountain-range. In addition, it is frequently found that 
volcanic ashes laid down in water~ or subaerially, have a 
large development in rocks composing mountain-ranges ; and 
necessarily, if these occur, dykes and volcanic rocks of the 
same age must exist in the foundation materials of the range. 
DYNAMICAL PRINCIPLES. 
Every theory which has hitherto been proposed to account 
for the elevation of mountains and the folding of the stratified 
beds forming the Earth's crust hinges finally on changes of tem- 
perature. Thus the tangential force generated in a rigid crust 
of low temperature by the cooling and shrinking of the Earth's 
nucleus has been invoked to account for the crumpling of the 
crust into mountain-ranges; the crumpled skin of a dried 
apple being the stock illustration. In this case, the force 
called in is continuous contraction by loss of heat. The theory 
which 1 have elaborated is one dependent upon alternations 
of temperature in the crust, contraction and expansion both 
being agents of uplift and lateral pressure. 
Basins of 29epositloa and Loading of the Earth's Crust. 
It has already been shown that the establishment of basins 































490 Mr. T. M. Reade on the Origin of Mountaln-Ranges 
mountain-range. There can be no deposition if there is not 
land-area enough either in the shape of continents, islands, or 
active volcanic orifices~ or all combined or successive, to yield 
the necessary sediment. This furthermore implies consider- 
able stability of conditions over lengthened periods of time 
combined with local mutations and changes of level, and, as 
I have indicated, we have the history of these mutations 
within the rocks of a range. The distriblltion of sediments i
dependent upon the depth of the water surrounding the land 
and the currents of the sea (when they are not laid down 
in lakes or subaerially by rivers) ; but, whatever the con- 
formation of the coast and sea-bottom, a continuous discharge 
of sediment upon it must in time load it, and, as proved by the 
enormous thickness of rocks composing great mountain- 
ranges, bend the crust below the maximum depth of any 
oceanic depression. 
This necessary subsidence again insures the establishment 
of the basin of deposition and its continuous existence. 
Displacement of Matte~ in the Shell of Greatest ~]£obilit~/. 
I f  the matter in a shell of the Earth between the nucleus 
and crust is in the condition I have postulated, it is evident 
that a lateral displacement of the matter of the shell must take 
place to some extent hrough weighting by sediment, and this 
will have its effect in raising the levels of the Earth's crust 
surrounding the basin of deposition ; but will not be an agent 
in mountain- building. 
Moverne~t of the [sogeotherms. 
It is evident, from the variations in the rate of increase of 
temperature that exist in various localities as the crust is 
penetrated, that the lines of equal temperature (isogeotherms) 
in tbe Earth's crust are subject o change, ibr it is not to be 
supposed that the temperature gradients have remained in 
their existing relations for all time. 
It is tdso evident, as first shown by Babbage and Herschel, 
that the covering of any particular area of the Earth with 
sediment will necessarily raise the temperature of the crust 
below ~. If, therefore, we assmne a thickness of 10 miles of 
sediment o be laid down in a basin of deposition or earth- 
trough, and the rate of increase of temperature to be 1 in 
50, what were originally surface-rocks possessing a surihce- 
temperature determined by the climate of the locality will be 
* This is well explained both by Babbage and Herschel in the 9th 































by Sedimentary] Loading and Recurrent Expansion. 491 
raised in temperature over 1000 ° Fahr.,  and eventually the 
whole of the underlying rocks of the earth's crust even below 
the shell of greatest change will be proportionately affected. 
The 10 nfiles of overlying sediments under such conditions 
would be raised 1000 ° Fahr.  at the base, diminishing to zero 
at the surface. 
Effects of the Rise of Temperature on the Foundation Rocks. 
Initial Stage. 
The section of the crust of the Earth weighted and heated 
at the same time will be subjected to a gradually increasing 
compressive stress. So long as the actual expansive ibree of 
the heated crust is insufficient o rais~ the weight of sediment 
being piled upon it, it will continue to sink, though subject 
to vertical pulsations of level due to other causes, which it is 
not my object to treat of here. But there will eventually 
come a time when the accumulated stresses of the exp'mding 
rocks will overcome the weight of sediment, "rod then the 
upheaval, folding, and building of the mountain-chain will 
begin. But it is not to be supposed that the rise of' tempera- 
lure takes place with the mathematical precision described 
here for mere purposes of explanation~. I have shown that 
volcanic action often contributes eo the foundatioll materials 
of a mountain-range, and that intrusive sheets and dykes 
penetrate the sediments, and ash-beds are laid down betbre 
the initial movement ushering in the birth of the l'mlge takes 
place. I~ is evident fl'om this that there will be great varia- 
tions of temperature taking place in the fuundafion crust and 
the sediments during their laying down. 
The whole series of rocks, volcanic and sedimentary, will 
-* This seems a fruitful source of difficulty with some mind~, beginning' 
with Hopkins and ending' with Hutton, Fisher, and Middlemis~. Thdr 
position seems to be this : if the rise of the isogeotherms into the m.w de- 
posits eventually wrinkles and lifts them, why does it not begin at once ? 
Why~ for instance, should not 100 feet in thickness cause a rise, and if it 
does~ how can thick beds ever be deposited ? But there are thick beds, 
so the alleged primum mobile never acts. Q.E.D. 
After making, as I fondly thought~ flfll explanation of the mod~s 
operandi, Inever anticipated the establishment of what a sense of humour 
compels me to cull another2ons asbwrttm. Even supposing the isogeo- 
therms rose us rapidly as the deposits were laid down, the deposits could 
not be lifted until sufficient force accumulated to overcome the gravita- 
tion. But in a sinMng area, s I have pointed out, if there be anything' 
in the principle invoked, the presumption is that the [s~o~'eotherms ar(~ 
in process of sinking also, and it may take a lengthened period of sedi- 
mentation before they begin as a series to move upwards. 
There are many other possible conditioning causes. A practical 































492 Mr. T. ]}~. Reade on the Origin of Mountain-Ranges 
form a complex which will be simultaneously, but differentially~ 
affected by the folding and elevation when that begins. 
Unlocking the Igneous _Forces of tt~e Earth. 
When once the elevation initiated only by piling-up of 
sediment, he sinking of the crust, and its consequent heating 
--otherwise by the rise of the isogeotherms--is e tablished, 
a movement of the interior heated matter of the earth must 
take place towards the axis or axes of the range. This is 
proved by the frequency of granitic cores in great mountain- 
ranges~ by the volcanic action accompanying their elevation, 
and its persistence or recurrence in a range even late on in 
its history, as instanced by the Andes, Rockies, and the 
mountains of the Caucasus, where volcanic cones surmount 
some of the highest granitic peaks, showing that these are the 
lines of least resistance through which the interior forces of 
the Earth expend themselves. 
Heating of the Rocks of a Mountain-Range r current a~d 
constantly renewed during its History. 
It is thus seen that the heated interior matter of the Earth 
is constantly being drawn towards and injected into the 
constituent framework of a mountain-range. When once the 
elevation of the sediments consolidated into rocky matter in 
the earth-trough begins through the influence of lateral 
pressure and the expanding mass beneath, a reduction of 
pressure and increase of volume takes place in the underlying 
fused rock. The compressive stresses of the rigid rock are 
partially relieved by foldin~ and upward flow~ and the tempe- 
rature of the mass falls. Additional fused matter has been 
drawn from the interior, and in process of time the rocks of 
the range begin again to rise in temperature. Such fluctu- 
ations of temperature are well shown in the intermittent 
character of volcanic action. After a great outflow of lava, 
a volcano is quiescent sometimes for centuries. It has lost so 
much matter and so much heat, but the forces accumulate 
during the time of quiescence to burs~ forth with renewed 
v~gour. Such intermittent activity I conceive is what takes 
place on a larger scale in the history of a mountain-range, 
but with greater time-intervals. 
Dynamical Effect on tl~e Strata of tl~e Crust by Rise of 
Temperature. 
The effect of a rise of temperature on the rocks of the Earth 































by Sedimentary Loading and Recurrent Expansion. 493 
their bulk. From a great number of' experiments made by 
me on sandstone, slate, limestone, and marble~ I have estimated 
the coemcient of expansion of average rock at 2"75 feet lineal 
per mile for every rise of 100 ° Fahr. ; but there is every 
reason to believe that the coeftlcient of expansion rises at 
higher temperatures than those at which my experiments 
were conducted. It has been urged by some of my critics 
that I have not allowed for the compression of the sediments 
filling the earth-trough into denser masses~ but have credited 
all the expansion to mountain-building *. It has been over- 
looked that I have already explained that the weight of the 
mass alone will, by compressive xtension~ consolidate the 
beds below by reducing their thickness. Also the denser 
sedimentary ocks are often denser only by infiltration. This 
is particularly the case with sandstones, where the conversion 
into the final stage of quartzite is by the deposit of secondary 
silica in the interspaces of the grains, not by condensation. 
Clays contract on heating; but, according to my views~ 
the contraction of such beds in an earth-trough will be vertical 
only~ by reason of the superimposed weight. A stage of 
metamorphism is at least arrived at, as we see in clay-slate, 
when the materials of that rock, originally clay~ become meta- 
morphosed so as to behave like other rocks~ and expand with 
a rise of temperature. 
Even if these criticisms possess much force, they do not 
• Lpply to the rock)- crust of the Earth already consolidated 
forming the earth4rough in which the sediments are laid 
down. There will be little or no loss by condensation i  them~ 
only straining or change of form. It is obvious that deep- 
seated rocks must be so compressed by simple gravitation~ 
that lateral pressure will have little effect in further con- 
densing them. 
Recurrent Expansion Cumulative in its Effects. 
If a given area of the crust of the Earth is raised in tempe- 
ratur% when the limit of elasticity is reached the surplus 
material must be disposed of by a change of form : it will rise 
in the line of least resistance. 
Assume that the surplus due to the cubical expansion of a 
horizontal sheet is thrown into a ridge, and that then a fall of 
temperature takes place to the same extent. The material 
ridged up can never be drawn back again ; it becomes a per- 
* Hutton, Presidental Address, Section C, Melbourne Meeting of the 































494 Mr. T. M. Reade on the Origin of Mountain-Ranyes 
manent feature of theEarth's surface. The contraction must 
be satisfied in another way, either by breaking up into blocks, 
t~aulting and subsidence xtending through its substance, or 
by vertical contraction alon% and-the lengthening of the beds 
b3~ compressive extension dueto the weight of superimposed 
materials. Probably both these principles generally come 
into operation together in nature. The Earth is bound to 
retain its solidity in whatever way that may be satisfied. If 
a rise of temperature then succeeds, the effect will be as be- 
fore, and deformation will result, its locality being determined 
by the line of least resistance. 
In the case of a mountain-range it will take place along or 
parallel to its axis, and the range will receive another acces- 
sion of bulk. 
Thus we see that the effect of alternation of temperature in 
the Earth's crust leading to the establishment of mountain- 
chains is cumulative. This cumulative ffect of small alter- 
nations of temperature may be seen iu the ridglng-up of any 
old lead gutter, lead flat, or lead-lined bath or sink. It has 
been likened to a "rachet" movement, which is not an inapt 
illustration if taken with the necessary qualifications. 
EFFECTS OF CONTRACTION.--NORBIAL FAULTING. 
Normal faults, that is faults that hade to the downthrow, 
are the result of contraction, and are posterior to the first 
plication. Any section of a mountain-range traversed by 
normal faults shows the folds sheared in a way that proves 
this. Normal faulting is, however, most prevalent in the less 
disturbed strata that flank a range. The mountain-range, 
pushed up by successive lateral thrusts or recurrent ex- 
pansions acting over a great length of time and the folds 
thrown back and further compressed by the cores of gneiss 
and granite intruded into them, becomes a solid mass which 
cannot be drawn back by contraction. Contraction therefore 
has its maximum effect on the more horizontal deposits that 
flank the range, and extend for considerable distances on 
either side. 
As the crust of the Earth must remain solid, the condition 
is satisfied by shearing and wedging-up by gravitation,--other- 
wise by normal faulting. Contraction of igneous masses 
beneath may induce this faulting in some eases, but it is not 
































by Sedime~,tar2] Loading and Recurrent Expansion. 495 
Answers to some Objections. 
The object of' this outline of my theory is to ibcus its 
s~dient points, as many of my critics for some re,~son or other 
have failed to grasp them. What they criticise is fl'equently 
not my theory, but some rather vague notion called the 
" Herschel-Babbage " theory. What is exactly covered by 
this description I have a difficulty in ascel~aining. On tl[~ 
other hand, one writer calls Mr. O. Fisher's theory, with 
which mine has no analogy, the " Herschel-Babbage " theory. 
I trust I shall give no offence by repudiating this labelling 
and claiming the theory as my own. 
Neither Hersche]~ Serop% nor Babbage ever advanced so 
far as to elaborate what could be jus~ly called a theory or' 
~[ountain-Building. They gave fo the world some fl-uitful 
suggestions, and acute reasoning thereon, which have been of 
considerable use to a succession of speculators in Geological 
Physics, and to myself among the rest*. One of ~he most 
frequently urged objections to my theory is the supposed 
inadequacy of expansion by rise of temperature to account 
for the excessive folding some mountain-chains have under- 
gone, linear" expansion only being considered. My reply to 
this is that even linear expansion alone pl:rces at our dispos~Ll 
more lateral movement~ than any other theory. It is true 
that those speculators who have invoked tangential thrust 
through the assumed shrinking of the Earth's lmcleus, have 
had at their command any amount of lateral movement their 
imagination liked to draw upon, hence the simplicity and 
success of the theory--for a time. It has, however, been 
shown pretty clearly that the Bank upon which these cheques 
have been drawn is one of ve W limited liabilityt, :md qui~e 
unequal to honouring them. 
Prof. Hat,on, in his very able address to Section C of the 
Melbourne Meeting of the Australasian Association for the 
Advancement of Science, gives an excellent rdsu~)~ of the 
various hypotheses that have been suggested to account for 
Mountain-Building. 1 confidently appeal to his description 
to show that, omitting the theory of secular contraction of ~he
Earth's nucleus~ which he disposes of very effectually, none of 
the suggestions, theories, or hypotheses except the one I 
* Until after my work was published I had read nothing of this hut 
what was contained in Lyell's 'Principles' and letters, and Babb~ge's 
paper, read before the Geological Society in 1834, nor had I read Scrope's 
views. 































496 Theory~ of tile Origin of 3Iountain-Range,. 
support provides any lateral movement other than that due to 
intrusions of molten rock. 
Prof. Hutton, in his description of my theory, doubtless 
given in the greatest good faith, leaves out what are in my 
view some of its vital and essential portions. I gave as an 
illustration the cubical expansion of an urea of rock 500 × 
500 × 20 miles, and showed that it would, if raised 1000 °
Fahr, have an effective increase of bulk of 52,135 cubic 
miles *. Prof. Hutton seems to assmne that this is the ALl"HA 
and OMEOA of my theory--the beginning and the end. I 
cannot but think it strange that he should take this view, as 
one of the first chapters% details illustrative experiments to 
give the reader the first conception of recurrent expansion. 
The fact is, that there is no limit to the lateral movement 
provided by recurrent expansion, excepting the natural imit 
of the number and intensity of the successive changes of 
temperature. 
I can assure Prof. Hutton that if I had advanced no further 
than the single constructive conception of cubical expansion 
as an agent in Mountain-Building, in itself original--or, at all 
events, not contained in the Herschel, Babbage, Scrope, or 
Lyell conceptions of the effects of expansion on the Earth's 
crust--the'Origin of Mountain-Ranges' would never have 
been written. 
(~ONCLUSION. 
The object of this Outline being to correct some prevalent 
misconceptions of my views, I have confined myself prin- 
cipally to restating in a shorter form the essential principles 
of my theory of mountain-formation by sedimentary loading 
and cumulative recurrent expansion. For all the details, 
proofs, illustrations, and numerical calculations I must, as 
before stated, refer those interested to the original work. 
Perhaps it may lead some who have already read the ' Origin 
of Mountain-Ranges' to again read and reconsider it, when I 
trust the points I have touched on in this outline will add to 
its lucidity. Honest criticism, even if severe, is one means of 
elucidating the truth, and I not only invite but welcome it. 
Park Corner, Blundellsands, 
Liverpool. 
~ Origin of Mountain-Ranges,' p. 116. 
"~ Ibid. Chap. III. 
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